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PSEUDOINVERSES OF SIGNED LAPLACIAN MATRICES∗1

ANGELA FONTAN† AND CLAUDIO ALTAFINI‡2

Abstract. Even for nonnegative graphs, the pseudoinverse of a Laplacian matrix is not an3
“ordinary” (i.e., unsigned) Laplacian matrix, but rather a signed Laplacian. In this paper, we4
show that the property of eventual positivity provides a natural embedding class for both signed and5
unsigned Laplacians, class which is closed with respect to pseudoinversion as well as to stability. Such6
class can deal with both undirected and directed graphs. In particular, for digraphs, when dealing7
with pseudoinverse-related quantities such as effective resistance, two possible solutions naturally8
emerge, differing in the order in which the operations of pseudoinversion and of symmetrization are9
performed. Both lead to an effective resistance which is a Euclidean metric on the graph.10

Key words. Eventually exponentially positive matrix, signed graphs, signed Laplacian matrix,11
Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse, effective resistance12

MSC codes. 05C22, 05C50, 05C1213

1. Introduction. The Laplacian matrix is a fundamental object used ubiqui-14

tously in many fields, such as graph theory, linear algebra, complex networks, dy-15

namical systems and PDEs. It captures basic information on a graph, such as its16

connectivity and spectrum [12, 1] but also properties of a dynamical system living on17

the graph [30, 4, 7, 32]. Associated to the Laplacian is also a Laplacian pseudoin-18

verse, typically a Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse, which has also been used extensively19

to describe graph-related quantities. For instance it is used to build an effective re-20

sistance matrix for the graph, a distance measure that exploits the analogy between21

graphs and electrical networks [24, 38, 20, 35, 15], and to compute hitting/commuting22

times in Markov chains [8, 31, 6, 37, 25]. It is also used to estimate the H2 norm in23

networked dynamical systems [39, 40, 26].24

In this paper, we are interested in studying the properties of the Laplacian pseu-25

doinverse, starting from the observation that even in the most common case (when26

the graph is undirected and has all nonnegative edges weights), the Laplacian pseu-27

doinverse is not a Laplacian matrix. In fact, if we consider a connected graph with28

nonnegative edge weights, it is well-known that the Laplacian L is an M-matrix (i.e.,29

a matrix with nonpositive off-diagonal entries, such that −L is marginally stable, see30

below for proper definitions). It is also easy to show that the Laplacian pseudoinverse31

does not belong to the same class of matrices. Consider for instance the following32

example33

(1.1) L =

 0.8 −0.7 −0.1
−0.7 0.9 −0.2
−0.1 −0.2 0.3

 .34
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2 A. FONTAN, AND C. ALTAFINI

Its pseudoinverse is35

(1.2) L† =

 0.773 0.048 −0.821
0.048 0.628 −0.676
−0.821 −0.676 1.498

36

which has an anomalous sign in the (1,2) entry. Even though L† is not an M-matrix,37

it nevertheless has most of the properties of an M-matrix, most notably a Perron-38

Frobenius property from which it follows that, just like it is for −L, the eigenpair39

formed by the 0 eigenvalue and the positive “all 1” eigenvector 1 is the dominant40

pair for −L†. In the linear algebra literature, such matrices are called Eventually41

Exponentially Positive (EEP) [28, 29, 23, 4].42

It is easily shown through examples that similar arguments are valid if we extend43

our analysis to Laplacians associated to signed graphs. A signed graph is a graph44

whose edges can have both positive or negative weights [42]. Motivation for using45

signed graphs instead of “ordinary” (i.e., nonnegative weight) graphs comes e.g. from46

multiagent systems in which cooperative and antagonistic interactions coexist [2],47

small-disturbance angle stability analysis of microgrids [34], Jacobian linearization of48

Kuramoto oscillators beyond the phase cohesive set [14]. See also [16, 21] for other49

contexts of relevance. Of the two possible signed Laplacians that can be associated to50

a signed graph, in this paper we consider the so-called “repelling signed Laplacian”51

([33], see next Section for a precise definition), whose main property is that it always52

has 0 as eigenvalue but it may or may not be stable. In [3] it is shown that the EEP53

property can be used to characterize stability of these signed Laplacians.54

What is shown in this paper, instead, is that the pseudoinverse of an EEP signed55

Laplacian is an EEP signed Laplacian. In other words, unlike the class of “ordinary”56

Laplacians, the class of EEP signed Laplacians is closed with respect to pseudoin-57

version. In addition, for Laplacians that are also weight balanced (i.e., for which 158

is both the left and right dominant eigenvector) the class of EEP signed Laplacians59

is closed also with respect to stability. When we restrict further the class of signed60

Laplacians from weight balanced L to normal L, then we have that this class is also61

closed w.r.t. symmetrization, that is, the operation of taking the symmetric part.62

In particular the ensuing signed Laplacians and Laplacian pseudoinverses are both63

characterized by the fact of having a symmetric part which is positive semidefinite of64

corank 1. Such property is particularly useful in contexts such as the computation of65

effective resistance, which, being a distance, has to be symmetric.66

It is also shown in the paper that the operations of symmetrization and of pseu-67

doinversion do not commute: depending on the order in which they are applied one68

gets a different result. Of the two possibilities, one (symmetrization followed by69

pseudoinversion) is shown to be equivalent to the notion used in [41]; the other (pseu-70

doinversion followed by symmetrization) is instead new and presented here for the71

first time. A shortcoming of the definition of [41] is that the “directedness” nature72

of a digraph is already lost before the pseudoinverse is computed, meaning that in-73

trinsically non-symmetric quantities (like for instance computing hitting times in a74

Markov chain) become impossible to attain, while they are feasible with our new defi-75

nition. When instead the pseudoinverse is used for computing intrinsically symmetric76

quantities like a graph distance, then both definitions are viable.77

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we introduce notation78

and preliminary material, while in Section 3 we review results on signed Laplacians79

from [3, 19]. In Section 4 we present the main results for the Laplacian pseudoin-80

verse of signed graphs. Their application to the calculation of effective resistance is81
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PSEUDOINVERSES OF SIGNED LAPLACIAN MATRICES 3

discussed in Section 5, while an outlook on other potential applications is provided in82

Section 6. Most of the proofs are put in the Appendices at the end of the paper.83

A preliminary version of this work appears in the conference proceedings of CDC84

2021 [18]. Apart from the proofs of the various results, which were missing in [18],85

also the material of Sections 5 and 6 is largely novel.86

2. Preliminaries.87

2.1. Linear algebraic preliminaries. Given a matrix A = [aij ] ∈ Rn×n, the88

(i, j)-th entry of A is denoted Aij or [A]ij . A ≥ 0 means element-wise nonnegative, i.e.,89

aij ≥ 0 for all i, j = 1, . . . , n, while A > 0 means element-wise positive, i.e., aij > 090

for all i, j = 1, . . . , n. The spectrum of A is denoted sp(A) = {λ1(A), . . . , λn(A)},91

where λi(A), i = 1, . . . , n, are the eigenvalues of A. In this paper we use the ordering92

Re[λ1(A)] ≤ Re[λ2(A)] ≤ · · · ≤ Re[λn(A)], where Re[λi(A)] indicates the real part of93

λi(A). The spectral radius of A is the smallest real nonnegative number such that94

ρ(A) ≥ |λi(A)| for all i = 1, . . . , n and λi(A) ∈ sp(A). A matrix A is called Hurwitz95

stable if Re[λn(A)] < 0, and marginally stable if Re[λn(A)] = 0 and any eigenvalue96

λ(A) ∈ sp(A) with Re[λ(A)] = 0 is a simple root of the minimal polynomial of A. A97

matrix A is called positive semidefinite (psd) if xTAx = xT A+AT

2 x ≥ 0 ∀x ∈ Rn and it98

is called positive definite (pd) if xTAx = xT A+AT

2 x > 0 ∀x ∈ Rn \ {0}. A matrix A is99

called irreducible if there does not exist a permutation matrix P s.t. PTAP is block100

triangular, that is PTAP 6=
[
A11 A12

0 A22

]
where A11 and A22 are nontrivial square101

matrices. A matrix B is called a Z-matrix if it can be written as B = sI − A, where102

A ≥ 0 and s > 0, and it is called an M-matrix if, in addition, s ≥ ρ(A), which implies103

that all the eigenvalues of B have nonnegative real part. If s > ρ(A) then B is a104

nonsingular M-matrix and −B is Hurwitz stable. If s = ρ(A) then B is a singular M-105

matrix, and if A is irreducible then −B is marginally stable. If A is a singular matrix,106

the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of A, denoted A†, is the unique n × n matrix that107

satisfies AA†A = A, A†AA† = A†, (A†A)T = A†A, and (AA†)T = AA†. A singular108

matrix A is said to have index 1 if the range of A, R(A), and the kernel of A, N (A),109

are complementary subspaces, i.e., R(A) ∩N (A) = 0. For index 1 singular matrices,110

other types of inverses, like the Drazin inverse and the group inverse [27], coincide. A111

singular M-matrix has always index 1, see [27].112

A matrix A ∈ Rn×n is said to have corank d if the dimension of the kernel space113

of A, N (A), is d. A matrix is normal if it commutes with its transpose: AAT = ATA.114

A matrix A is said a range symmetric matrix ([27], also called “equal projector”) if115

N (A) = N (AT ) (and hence R(A) = R(AT )). Range symmetric matrices generalize116

normal matrices, and like normal matrices have many equivalent characterizations,117

see [27]. For instance a range symmetric matrix A is such that A commutes with118

its Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse A†. If A is a range symmetric matrix, then ∃U119

orthogonal such thatA = U

[
0 0
0 B

]
UT withB nonsingular of dimension r = rank(A).120

Singular range symmetric matrices have index 1, and for them the Moore-Penrose121

pseudoinverse, the Drazin inverse and the group inverse coincide.122

2.2. Signed graphs. Let G(A) = (V, E , A) be the (weighted) digraph with ver-123

tex set V (card(V) = n), E = V × V, and adjacency matrix A = [aij ] ∈ Rn×n:124

aij ∈ R \ {0} iff (j, i) ∈ E , where (j, i) represents a directed edge from node j to125

node i. A signed digraph G(A) is a digraph where each edge is labeled by a sign (i.e.,126

sign (aij) = ±1). To distinguish with the signed digraph case, the digraph G(A) is127
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4 A. FONTAN, AND C. ALTAFINI

also called nonnegative or unsigned if A ≥ 0. A node i is said to be linked to j if128

there exists an edge sequence (j, i1), (i1, i2), . . . , (is−1, is), (is, i) that is picked from E .129

We call G(A) strongly connected if each pair of nodes in V is linked to each other.130

For digraphs G(A) which are strongly connected and without self-loops, the matrix131

A is irreducible with null-diagonal. A digraph G(A) contains a rooted spanning tree132

if there exists a node (called root) such that any other node of the digraph is linked133

to it. The weighted in-degree and out-degree of node i are denoted σin
i =

∑n
j=1 aij134

and σout
i =

∑n
j=1 aji, respectively. A digraph G(A) is weight balanced if in-degree135

and out-degree coincide for each node, i.e., σin
i =

∑n
j=1 aij =

∑n
j=1 aji = σout

i for all136

i = 1, . . . , n. The signed Laplacian of a graph G(A) is the (in general non-symmetric)137

matrix L = [Lij ] ∈ Rn×n, defined as138

(2.1) [L]ij =

{
−aij , j 6= i∑n
j=1 aij = σin

i , j = i
139

Eq. (2.1) can be written in compact form as L = Σ−A, where Σ = diag
(
σin

1 , . . . , σ
in
n

)
.140

This definition of signed Laplacian corresponds to the so-called “repelling signed141

Laplacian” in the terminology of [33], terminology which allows to distinguish it142

from another signed Laplacian (referred to in [33] as “opposing signed Laplacian”),143

obtained replacing σin
i with σin,abs

i =
∑n
j=1 |aij |, see [33, 2]. If the graph G(A) is144

unsigned (i.e., A ≥ 0), this definition equals the standard Laplacian matrix. While145

with a slight abuse of notation we use the letter L to indicate both a Laplacian and146

a signed Laplacian, we refer to a Laplacian (of an unsigned graph) as an unsigned147

Laplacian in this paper. By construction, the signed Laplacian L is a singular ma-148

trix with span(1) ∈ N (L), where 1 ∈ Rn is the vector of 1s; L is weight balanced if149

LT1 = L1 = 0, i.e., if span(1) ∈ N (LT ).150

2.3. Kron reduction for undirected networks. Consider an undirected and151

connected graph G(A) = (V, E , A) with adjacency matrix A = [aij ] ∈ Rn×n. Let152

α ⊂ {1, . . . , n} (with card(α) ≥ 2) and β = {1, . . . , n}\α be a partition of the node set153

V = {1, . . . , n}. After an adequate permutation of its rows and columns, the Laplacian154

L of the graph G(A) can be rewritten as L =

[
L[α] L[α, β]
L[β, α] L[β]

]
, where we denote155

L[α, β] the submatrix of L determined by the index sets α and β, and L[α] := L[α, α]156

the principal submatrix of L determined by the index set α. If L[β] is nonsingular,157

the Schur complement of L[β] in L is given by L/L[β] := L[α]−L[α, β]L[β]−1L[β, α].158

In the context of electrical networks, where α and β are referred to as boundary159

(or terminal) and interior nodes, this procedure is denoted Kron reduction (see e.g.160

[13, 15, 35]) and it yields a matrix Lr := L/L[β], denoted Kron-reduced matrix, which161

is still a Laplacian of an undirected graph Gr (see [13] for details and properties of Lr162

in the case of unsigned networks). If G(A) is signed and undirected, Lr is a signed163

symmetric Laplacian matrix and, when α is chosen as the set of nodes incident to164

edges with negative weight, it is shown in [10] that L[β] is positive definite and that165

L is psd of corank 1 if and only if Lr is psd of corank 1.166

2.4. Eventual exponential positivity.167

Definition 2.1. A matrix A ∈ Rn×n has the Perron-Frobenius property1 if ρ(A)168

1In the literature, there are two versions of the “Perron-Frobenius property”, a strong one,
corresponding to χ > 0, and a weak one, corresponding to χ ≥ 0. In this paper we always consider
the strong version.
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PSEUDOINVERSES OF SIGNED LAPLACIAN MATRICES 5

is a simple positive eigenvalue of A s.t. ρ(A) > |λ(A)| for every λ(A) ∈ sp(A),169

λ(A) 6= ρ(A), and χ, the right eigenvector relative to ρ(A), is positive.170

The set of matrices which possess the Perron-Frobenius property will be denoted PF ,171

and it is known (see e.g. [22, Thms 8.2.8 and 8.4.4]) that positive matrices, as well as172

nonnegative and primitive matrices (i.e., matrices that are irreducible and have only173

one nonzero eigenvalue of maximum modulus), are part of this set. However, it has174

been shown (see [28]) that matrices having negative elements can also possess this175

property, provided that they are eventually positive.176

Definition 2.2. A matrix A ∈ Rn×n is called eventually positive (denoted A
∨
> 0)177

if ∃ k0 ∈ N s.t. Ak > 0 for all k ≥ k0.178

Theorem 2.3. [28, Thm 2.2] Let A ∈ Rn×n. The following are equivalent:179

1. Both A,AT ∈ PF ;180

2. A
∨
> 0;181

3. AT
∨
> 0.182

Definition 2.4. A matrix A ∈ Rn×n is called eventually exponentially positive183

(EEP) if ∃ t0 ∈ N s.t. eAt > 0 for all t ≥ t0.184

Lemma 2.5. [29, Thm 3.3] A matrix A ∈ Rn×n is EEP if and only if ∃ d ≥ 0 s.t.185

A+ dI
∨
> 0.186

3. Properties of signed Laplacian matrices. The aim of this section is to187

summarize important properties of Laplacian matrices which will be useful in the188

following. Most of these results are from our previous works [3, 18, 19], hence they189

are reported here without proofs. First, Section 3.1 treats the unsigned Laplacians190

case; then, Section 3.2 considers the signed Laplacians case.191

3.1. Unsigned graphs case. When G(A) is a strongly connected unsigned di-192

graph, it is well-known that its Laplacian L is a singular M-matrix, it is diagonally193

dominant, and it is marginally stable of corank 1. Its symmetric part in general need194

not be psd, but it is Lyapunov diagonally semistable, i.e., there exists a (unique) pos-195

itive diagonal matrix Ξ = diag (ξ) (ξ > 0) s.t. ΞL+ LTΞ is psd. In particular, if L is196

weight balanced then its symmetric part is psd of corank 1.197

Theorem 3.1 (Thm 2 and Coroll. 1 in [3]). Let G(A) be an unsigned strongly198

connected digraph with Laplacian L. Then, the following hold:199

1. Let 1 and ξ > 0 be the right and left eigenvectors of L relative to the eigenvalue200

0. Then ξ is the unique (up to a scalar multiplication) positive vector for201

which the diagonal matrix Ξ = diag (ξ) is s.t. ΞL + LTΞ is psd. For it,202

N (LTΞ) = N (L) = span(1) and hence ΞL+ LTΞ is of corank 1;203

2. −L is marginally stable of corank 1.204

3. Assume that L is weight balanced. Then, Ls = L+LT

2 is psd of corank 1.205

3.2. Signed graphs case. Signed and unsigned Laplacians share some proper-206

ties, such as having an eigenvalue in 0, but differ in others in subtle ways. For instance,207

while the Laplacian of an unsigned strongly connected digraph is always marginally208

stable, the same is not true in the signed case. Moreover, while it is well-known209

that in the unsigned case an irreducible Laplacian has a simple zero eigenvalue (i.e.,210

corank(L) = 1), this is not true in the signed case (see counterexamples in [18, 32]).211

The following proposition summarizes these and other relevant observations.212

Proposition 3.2. Let G(A) be a signed digraph with signed Laplacian L. Then:213
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6 A. FONTAN, AND C. ALTAFINI

(i) 0 ∈ sp(L) of right eigenvector 1;214

(ii) −L need not be marginally stable;215

(iii) Re[λ(L)] ≥ 0 for all λ(L) ∈ sp(L) need not hold;216

(iv) L need not be diagonally dominant;217

(v) L irreducible (i.e., G(A) strongly connected) need not imply L of corank 1.218

Concerning the converse of the last property, in both the signed and unsigned219

cases, corank(L) = 1 implies that L has a rooted spanning tree. If in addition L is also220

weight balanced, then L is irreducible. Another sufficient condition for irreducibility221

is given by the EEP property.222

Lemma 3.3 (Lemma 5 in [19]). Let G(A) be a signed digraph with signed Lapla-223

cian L.224

1. If L is of corank 1, then G(A) has a rooted spanning tree.225

2. If −L is EEP or if L is weight balanced and of corank 1, then L is irreducible226

(and G(A) is strongly connected).227

In previous works, see [3, 19], we have investigated how to extend the results of228

Theorem 3.1 to the signed graph case. The main findings are summarized in Sec-229

tion 3.2.1 and Section 3.2.2 for the undirected and directed graphs case, respectively.230

3.2.1. Signed undirected graphs case. The following theorem highlights the231

key role of the EEP property.232

Theorem 3.4 (Thm. 3 in [3]). Let G(A) be a signed undirected graph with signed233

Laplacian L. Then, the following conditions are equivalent:234

(i) −L is EEP;235

(ii) −L is marginally stable of corank 1;236

(iii) L is psd of corank 1.237

Remark 3.5. As per Lemma 3.3, it is redundant in Theorem 3.4 (and in the fol-238

lowing theorems) to add the assumption that the signed graph G(A) must be strongly239

connected.240

3.2.2. Signed directed graphs case. When the signed graph G(A) is directed,241

the conditions of Theorem 3.4 are no longer equivalent: EEP of the signed Laplacian242

is a sufficient but not necessary condition for its marginal stability. Moreover, even243

if −L is EEP (or marginally stable of corank 1) its symmetric part may not be psd.244

Theorem 3.6 extends the results of Theorem 3.4 to signed directed graphs, and shows245

that for digraphs that are weight balanced, EEP and marginal stability (of corank 1)246

of the signed Laplacian are equivalent properties. Additionally, by further restring to247

digraphs whose Laplacian is a normal matrix, stability of the symmetric part of the248

Laplacian can be guaranteed.249

Theorem 3.6 (Thm. 4, Cor. 1, and Cor. 2 in [19]). Let G(A) be a signed directed250

graph with signed Laplacian L. Consider the following conditions:251

(i) −L is EEP;252

(ii) −L is marginally stable of corank 1;253

(iii) Ls = L+LT

2 is psd of corank 1.254

1. If L satisfies (i), then L satisfies (ii). Viceversa, if L satisfies (ii), then there255

exists a scalar d ≥ 0 such that dI − L ∈ PF .256

2. If L is s.t. Ls satisfies (iii), then L satisfies (i) and (ii), but not viceversa.257

3. If L is weight balanced, then the conditions (i) and (ii) are equivalent, and258

both are implied by (iii), but not viceversa.259
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4. If L is normal, then (i), (ii), and (iii) are equivalent.260

Condition (iii) of Theorem 3.6 corresponds obviously to −Ls EEP, see Theorem 3.4.261

4. Pseudoinverse of signed Laplacians. This section contains the main re-262

sults of the paper. Consider a signed digraph G(A) with signed Laplacian L. We start263

by listing a few useful properties of L and L†. Assume that L is weight balanced of264

corank 1. Then L is a range symmetric matrix with N (L) = N (LT ) = span(1). Let265

Π = I−J , where J = 11T

n , denote the projection of Rn ontoR(L) = R(LT ) = 1⊥, i.e.,266

the subspace of Rn orthogonal to 1. A few properties of L follow straightforwardly.267

Lemma 4.1. The matrix J = 11T

n has the following properties:268

1. J = limt→∞ e−Lt = limt→∞ e−L
T t;269

2. Jk = J ∀k ∈ N which implies that (I − J)k = (I − J) ∀k ∈ N;270

3. JL = LJ = 0 which implies that e−(L+J) = e−Le−J and Je−L = e−LJ = J ;271

4. e−Jt = I − J + Je−t which implies that Je−Jt = e−JtJ = Je−t.272

The Laplacian pseudoinverse L† of L satisfies the following properties.273

Lemma 4.2. If L is weight balanced and of corank 1, then L† is weight balanced274

and of corank 1. For it275

LL† = L†L = Π(4.1a)276

L†1 = (L†)T1 = 0(4.1b)277

L†Π = ΠL† = L†(4.1c)278

L† = (L+ γJ)−1 − 1

γ
J ∀γ 6= 0.(4.1d)279

280

Furthermore, if L is normal then L† is normal.281

Proof in Appendix A.282

Remark 4.3. Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 hold also for any unsigned Laplacian matrix L.283

In the next two sections, Sections 4.1 and 4.2, our main results on the pseudoinverses of284

Laplacian matrices are presented, in the unsigned and signed graph case, respectively.285

4.1. Unsigned graphs case. The class of unsigned Laplacians is not closed286

with respect to pseudoinversion. In fact, as e.g. (1.1)-(1.2) show, the pseudoinverse287

of an unsigned L is in general a signed Laplacian. The following theorem states this288

fact, and shows that all other properties of relevance for a Laplacian (Theorem 3.1)289

are nevertheless respected. It also shows that for non-symmetric L there is more than290

one way to define the symmetric part for the pseudoinverse.291

Theorem 4.4. Let G(A) be an unsigned strongly connected digraph with Lapla-292

cian L, and assume that L is weight balanced. Let L† be the (weight balanced) pseu-293

doinverse of L. Then:294

(i) −L† is EEP;295

(ii) −L† is marginally stable of corank 1;296

(iii) (L†)s = L†+(L†)T

2 is psd of corank 1;297

(iv) (Ls)
† =

(
L+LT

2

)†
is psd of corank 1.298

Proof in Appendix B.299

Example 4.5. The pseudoinverse of the unsigned (symmetric) Laplacian matrix300

(1.1) is given in (1.2). Since the element in position (1,2) is positive, L† is not a301
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8 A. FONTAN, AND C. ALTAFINI

Z-matrix and hence it is not an unsigned Laplacian matrix, but it is rather a signed302

Laplacian matrix. Moreover, sp(L†) = {0, 0.64, 2.26}, that is, −L† is marginally303

stable. Combined with property (4.1b) in Lemma 4.2, L† is also EEP.304

Remark 4.6. For digraphs, in general (Ls)
† 6= (L†)s, meaning that the operations305

of taking the symmetric part and of taking the pseudoinverse do not commute, i.e.,306

the following diagram does not commute307

(4.2)

L L†

Ls (Ls)
† 6= (L†)s

pseudoinv.

symm. symm.

pseudoinv.

308

See Example 4.7 for a counterexample.309

Example 4.7. Consider the following unsigned weight balanced Laplacian matrix310

L, whose (weight balanced) pseudoinverse is given by L†:311

L =


0.49 −0.49 0 0
−0.15 0.59 −0.07 −0.37

0 0 0.49 −0.49
−0.34 −0.1 −0.42 0.86

 , L† =


1.24 0.49 −1.02 −0.66
−0.31 0.99 −0.5 −0.15
−0.72 −1 1.51 0.14
−0.21 −0.48 0.01 0.67

 .312

It is sp(L) = {0, 0.42, 0.98, 1.03}, sp(Ls) = {0, 0.34, 0.86, 1.22}, sp((Ls)
†) = {0, 0.82,313

1.16, 2.90}, sp(L†) = {0, 0.97, 1.02, 2.40}, and sp((L†)s) = {0, 0.77, 1.02, 2.59}, that is,314

−L,−L† are marginally stable of corank 1 and Ls, (Ls)
†, (L†)s are psd of corank 1.315

4.2. Signed graphs case. As shown in Theorems 3.4 and 3.6, the conditions316

−L EEP and −L marginally stable of corank 1 are equivalent, meaning that the class317

of weight balanced signed Laplacian matrices which are EEP is closed with respect to318

stability. Our main aim in this Section is to show that this class is closed also with319

respect to pseudoinversion.320

4.2.1. Signed undirected graphs case. For the class of symmetric Laplacian321

matrices which are EEP, Theorem 4.8 extends the results of Theorem 3.4 and shows322

closure with respect to pseudoinversion. Furthermore, Theorem 4.9 shows that this323

class is closed also under Kron reduction, meaning that the Kron reduced matrix of324

an EEP signed Laplacian is also a signed Laplacian which is EEP.325

Theorem 4.8. Let G(A) be a signed undirected graph with signed Laplacian L.326

Let L† be the pseudoinverse of L. Then, the following conditions are equivalent:327

(i) −L is EEP;328

(ii) L† is psd of corank 1;329

(iii) −L† is EEP.330

Proof in Appendix C.331

Theorem 4.9. Let G(A) be a signed undirected graph with signed Laplacian L.332

Let α (with card(α) ∈ [2, n− 1]) and β = {1, . . . , n} \ α be a partition of the node set333

V. Let Gr be the signed undirected graph obtained by applying the Kron reduction on334

G, and let Lr = L/L[β] be its Laplacian. Consider the following conditions:335

(i) −L is EEP;336

(ii) Lr is psd of corank 1;337

(iii) −Lr is EEP.338
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If L satisfies (i), then Lr satisfies (ii) and (iii).339

Furthermore, if G(A) is connected, α is the set of nodes incident to negatively340

weighted edges, and β = {1, . . . , n}\α, then the conditions (i), (ii), (iii) are equivalent.341

Proof in Appendix C.342

Note that if the set α of Theorem 4.9 does not correspond to the set of nodes343

incident to negatively weighted edges then, even if Lr is psd of corank 1 and L is344

irreducible, −L need not be EEP.345

The results of this section can be summarized in the following corollary.346

Corollary 4.10. The class of EEP symmetric Laplacian matrices is closed un-347

der the pseudoinverse operation, under the operation of Kron reduction, and with348

respect to stability.349

We conclude this section by observing that the class of EEP symmetric Laplacian ma-350

trices described in Corollary 4.10 is also closed with respect to (positive) summation.351

Lemma 4.11. Consider two undirected signed graphs G(Ai) with signed Laplacian352

Li, i = 1, 2. If −Li, i = 1, 2, is EEP, then the matrix L = k1L1 + k2L2, where k1, k2353

are positive scalars, is itself a signed Laplacian and −L is EEP.354

Proof in Appendix C.355

4.2.2. Signed directed graphs case. The results of Theorem 3.6 hold also for356

the Laplacian pseudoinverse, as shown in Theorem 4.12, which extends the results of357

Theorems 4.4 and 4.8 to signed directed graphs.358

Theorem 4.12. Let G(A) be a signed directed graph with signed Laplacian L, and359

assume that L is weight balanced. Let L† be pseudoinverse of L. Then, the following360

conditions are equivalent:361

(i) −L is EEP;362

(ii) −L† is marginally stable of corank 1;363

(iii) −L† is EEP.364

Furthermore, consider the following statements:365

(iv) (L†)s = L†+(L†)T

2 is psd of corank 1;366

(v) (Ls)
† =

(
L+LT

2

)†
is psd of corank 1.367

If L is normal, then (i)÷(v) are equivalent.368

Proof in Appendix D.369

Remark 4.13. Even in the case of a normal Laplacian L, the operations of pseu-370

doinverse and of symmetrization do not commute, i.e., (L†)s 6= (Ls)
†. Proof in371

Appendix D.372

In [41] the authors introduce a new notion of “generalized inverse” of the Laplacian373

matrix for unsigned digraphs. They observe that, since the Laplacian L of an unsigned374

graph is marginally stable of corank 1, then its projection on 1⊥, denoted L̄ = QLQT375

where the rows of Q ∈ Rn−1×n form an orthonormal basis for 1⊥, is Hurwitz stable.376

Therefore, there exists a unique pd matrix S which solves the Lyapunov equation377

L̄S+SL̄T = In−1. They proceed to define the “generalized inverse” as X = 2QTSQ,378

which has the property of being a positive semidefinite matrix. The reasoning of [41]379

is valid also for signed digraphs, provided that L is normal. In particular, in the next380

lemma we show that, if L is normal and −L is EEP, X is equivalent to (Ls)
†.381
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Lemma 4.14. Let G(A) be a signed digraph with Laplacian L, and assume that L382

is normal and −L is EEP. Then, (Ls)
† = X, where383

(4.3) X = 2QTSQ, L̄S + SL̄T = In−1, L̄ = QLQT .384

Proof in Appendix D.385

The results of this section can be summarized in the following corollary.386

Corollary 4.15. The class of EEP weight balanced Laplacian matrices is closed387

under the pseudoinversion operation, and with respect to stability.388

The class of EEP normal Laplacian matrices is closed under any combination of389

pseudoinverse and symmetrization.390

Finally, notice that the class of EEP weight balanced Laplacian matrices is not a391

cone and, for instance, Lemma 4.11 does not hold in the directed case. However, it is392

possible to show that this class is star-shaped, meaning that it is path-connected [23]393

(see also [5, Def. 5.4] for a definition of star-shaped set).394

Lemma 4.16. The class of EEP weight balanced Laplacian matrices is star-shaped395

with respect to the star center Π = I − 11T

n , i.e., Lα := αL+ (1− α)Π, α ∈ [0, 1], is396

a weight balanced signed Laplacian, and its negation −Lα is EEP.397

Proof in Appendix D.398

4.3. Properties of signed Laplacians and their pseudoinverses: a sum-399

mary. This section summarizes the inclusion properties of the classes of signed400

Laplacian matrices considered in this work. Let L be a signed Laplacian and L† its401

pseudoinverse. It holds that:402

(4.4) C1 ⊃ C2 ⊃ C3 ⊃ C4 ⊃ C5403

where C1 = {L: −L is marginally stable (of corank 1)}, C2 = {L: −L is EEP}, C3 =404

{L: −L is EEP, L1 = LT1}, C4 = {L: −Ls is EEP}, and C5 = {L: −L is EEP, L is405

normal}. From Corollaries 4.10 and 4.15, we have:406

• the sets C3, C4, C5 are closed w.r.t. pseudoinversion and marginal stability;407

• the set C5 is closed under any combination of pseudoinversion and symmetriza-408

tion.409

Consequently we could also have written: C3 = {L†: −L† is EEP, L†1 = (L†)T1},410

C4 =
{
L†: −(L†)s is EEP

}
, and C5 = {L†: −L† is EEP, L† is normal}.411

Using counterexamples, we can show that the inequalities in (4.4) are strict.412

Example 4.17. In this example we show that the inequalities in (4.4) are strict.413

• C2 ( C1. Consider the following signed Laplacian matrix414

L =


−0.4 0.7 0 −0.3
−1.4 1.6 0.2 −0.4
−0.7 0 2.8 −2.1

0 0 −1.3 1.3

 .415

It is sp(L) = {0, 0.73 ± 0.12i, 3.83}, i.e., −L marginally stable, but the left416

eigenvector associated to 0, [0.78 − 0.34 0.24 0.46]T , is not positive, i.e., −L417

is not EEP.418

• C3 ( C2. Consider the following signed Laplacian matrix419

L =


0.73 0 −0.73 0

0 1.02 −0.4 −0.62
0 −0.07 0.7 −0.63

−0.63 0.05 0 0.57

 .420
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It is sp(L) = {0, 0.97 ± 0.58i, 1.08}, i.e., −L marginally stable, and the left421

eigenvector associated to 0, [0.54 0.01 0.57 0.63]T , is positive, i.e., −L is422

EEP: for d > 0.6572, B = dI − L
∨
> 0. However, L1 6= LT1, i.e., L is not423

weight balanced.424

• C4 ( C3. Consider the following signed Laplacian matrix425

L =


0.15 0 0 −0.15
−0.23 0.15 0.15 −0.07
0.01 −0.12 −0.03 0.14
0.07 −0.03 −0.12 0.08

 .426

It is sp(L) = {0, 0.0901±0.199i, 0.169}, i.e., −L is marginally stable of corank427

1. Moreover, L1 = LT1 = 0 and, for d > 0.2647, B = dI − L
∨
> 0. However,428

sp(Ls) = {−0.0402, 0, 0.1248, 0.2655}, i.e., Ls is not psd.429

• C5 ( C4. Consider the following signed Laplacian matrix430

L =


1 1 −1 −1
−1 1 0 0
−1 −1 2 0
1 −1 −1 1

 .431

It is sp(L) = {0, 1.5 ± 1.323i, 2}, i.e., −L is marginally stable of corank 1,432

and sp(Ls) = {0, 0.7192, 1.5, 2.7808}, i.e., Ls is psd of corank 1. Moreover,433

L1 = LT1 = 0, but LLT 6= LTL, that is, L is not normal.434

5. Application to effective resistance. A resistive electrical network can be435

represented as a graph G(A) = (V, E , A) where each weight aij represents the inverse436

of the resistance between the nodes i and j (i.e., the conductance of the transmission):437

aij = 1
rij

, see [24, 20], and [15] for an overview. The notion of effective resistance438

between a pair of nodes (see e.g. [15]) is related to the pseudoinverse of the Laplacian439

associated to the electrical network. When the network is connected, undirected and440

nonnegative, its Laplacian (and its pseudoinverse) is known to be psd of corank 1,441

which means that the effective resistance between two nodes is well-defined (see e.g.442

[20] for its properties). Extensions to signed graphs and negative resistances have been443

investigated in [43, 11, 44, 9, 10], where positive semidefiniteness of the Laplacian is444

expressed in terms of effective resistance.445

In what follows we make use of both (L†)s and (Ls)
† to extend the notion of446

effective resistance to directed signed networks whose Laplacian L is a normal matrix447

and −L is EEP. As already observed in Remarks 4.6 and 4.13, when the network448

is directed (L†)s and (Ls)
† are no longer equivalent, which motivates us to propose449

a definition that encompasses both notions. As explained more in details below in450

Section 5.1, one of the two notions is novel, while the other extends an available451

definition to the signed graph case.452

Definition 5.1. The effective resistance between two nodes i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n} of a453

signed digraph whose corresponding Laplacian L is normal and s.t. −L is EEP, is454

given by455

Rij(X) = [X]ii + [X]jj − [X]ij − [X]ji456

= (ei − ej)TX(ei − ej), X ∈ {(Ls)†, (L†)s}(5.1)457458
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i.e., X = [X]ij is either given by the pseudoinverse of the symmetrization of the459

Laplacian (Ls)
†, or by the symmetrization of the Laplacian pseudoinverse (L†)s. The460

effective resistance matrix R(X) = [Rij(X)] is defined as461

(5.2) R(X) = DX11
T + 11TDX − 2X, X ∈ {(Ls)†, (L†)s}462

where DX = diag ([X]11, . . . , [X]nn) is a diagonal matrix whose elements are the463

diagonal elements of X. The total effective resistance is defined as464

(5.3) Rtot(X) =
1

2
1TR(X)1, X ∈ {(Ls)†, (L†)s}.465

As its counterpart for undirected graphs (see [24, 20, 15]), for both X ∈ {(Ls)†, (L†)s}466

the effective resistance (5.1) is still nonnegative and symmetric. Its square root is a467

metric, and the effective resistance matrix (5.2) is a Euclidean distance matrix, i.e., it468

has nonnegative elements, zero diagonal elements, and it is negative semidefinite on469

1⊥ [20], see the following lemma.470

Lemma 5.2. The square root of the effective resistance (5.1) between two nodes471

i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n} of a signed digraph with normal Laplacian L is a metric: it is non-472

negative, symmetric and it satisfies the triangle inequality. The effective resistance473

matrix (5.2) is a Euclidean distance matrix.474

Proof in Appendix E. The last part of the proof follows [20, Section 2.8] and is here475

reported for completeness.476

Remark 5.3. For digraphs, the main difference between (L†)s and (Ls)
† is that477

in the first the pseudoinverse respects the physical asymmetric nature of the problem,478

while in the latter any asymmetry is lost when taking the pseudoinverse. This affects479

the two values of effective resistance R((L†)s) and R((Ls)
†). In particular, from (4.2)480

we have that R((Ls)
†) 6= R((L†)s), as the following lemma states.481

Lemma 5.4. Let G(A) be a signed graph with signed Laplacian L, and assume482

that L is normal and −L is EEP.483

(i) The effective resistances Rij((Ls)
†) and Rij((L

†)s), defined in (5.1), satisfy484

Rij((L
†)s) ≤ Rij((Ls)†) i, j = 1, . . . , n.485

(ii) The total effective resistances Rtot((Ls)
†) and Rtot((L

†)s), defined in (5.3),486

satisfy487

Rtot((Ls)
†) = n

n∑
i=2

1

Re[λi(L)]
, Rtot((L

†)s) = n

n∑
i=2

Re[λi(L
†)]488

Rtot((L
†)s) ≤ Rtot((Ls)

†).489490

Proof in Appendix E.491

Remark 5.5. Rij(X) of eq. (5.1) is a quadratic form generated by the matrix X,492

i.e., only the symmetric part of X matters: Rij(X) = Rij

(
X+XT

2

)
. When X = (L†)s493

this has a twofold consequence. First, it is494

(5.4) Rij((L
†)s) = Rij(L

†)495

i.e., the effective resistance can be built directly from L† without any symmetrization496

on the Laplacian. Second, for signed graphs, to ensure that Rij(L
†) is well-defined497
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Figure 1: Example 5.7. (a): total effective resistance Rtot(X), with X ∈
{(L†)s, (Ls)†}, for a sequence of cycle unsigned digraphs with increasing number of
nodes, n = 2, . . . , 50. (b): cycle unsigned digraph with n = 20. (c): hitting times
Hij(X) from node i = 1 to node j = 1, . . . , 20, with X ∈ {L†, (L†)s, (Ls)†}.

(i.e., Rij(L
†) ≥ 0 for all i, j), EEP of −L† is not sufficient. From Theorem 4.12,498

a normality assumption on the Laplacian must be added in Definition 5.1. Notice499

that on signed digraphs the same assumption is needed also for the other version of500

effective resistance given in Definition 5.1, in order to guarantee that R((Ls)
†) ≥ 0501

for all i, j, see Theorem 3.6.502

Remark 5.6. Definition 5.1 becomes less restrictive in the case of unsigned di-503

graphs. In that case, it is sufficient to assume that the Laplacian is weight balanced504

and irreducible since, applying Theorem 4.4, it holds that both (Ls)
† and (L†)s are505

psd of corank 1.506

Example 5.7. Let G(A) be a nonnegative, unweighted, directed, cycle graph (see507

Fig. 1b), whose Laplacian L is a normal matrix with eigenvalues 1+eiθk , with θk =508

π
(
1 − 2k

n

)
, for all k = 0, . . . , n − 1. Then, Rtot((Ls)

†) = n(n2−1)
6 (see e.g. [39]),509

Rtot((L
†)s) = n

∑n
k=2 Re[ 1

λk(L) ] = n
∑n
k=2

1+cos θk
(1+cos θk)2+sin2 θk

= n
∑n
k=2

1
2 = n(n−1)

2 ,510

and we obtain Rtot((L
†)s) ≤ Rtot((Ls)

†) for all n ≥ 2, see Fig. 1a.511

The two notions of effective resistance in (5.1) differ also w.r.t. Rayleigh’s mono-512

tonicity law. While R((Ls)
†) obeys it (see Lemma 5.8), R((L†)s) does not (see coun-513

terexample 5.9).514

Lemma 5.8. Consider two signed digraphs G(Ai) with signed Laplacian Li, i =515

1, 2. Assume that Li is normal and that −Li is EEP, i = 1, 2. If A1 ≥ A2 (component-516

wise) then Rtot((L1s)
†) ≤ Rtot((L2s)

†), where Rtot((Lis)
†) (i = 1, 2) is the total517

effective resistance associated with G(Ai).518

Proof in Appendix E.519

Example 5.9. Consider the following signed Laplacian matrices520

L1 =


0.34 −0.23 0.18 −0.29
−0.23 0.49 −0.05 −0.21
−0.29 −0.21 0.26 0.24
0.18 −0.05 −0.39 0.26

 , L2 =


0.16 −0.19 0.25 −0.22
−0.19 0.34 0 −0.15
−0.22 −0.15 0.07 0.3
0.25 0 −0.32 0.07

 .521

Both L1 and L2 are normal and it is sp(L1) = {0, 0.33 ± 0.50i, 0.68} and sp(L2) =522
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{0, 0.49, 0.77 ± 0.46i}, i.e., −L1,−L2 are marginally stable of corank 1. Then, −L1523

and −L2 are EEP. The corresponding adjacency matrices A1, A2 satisfy A1 ≥ A2.524

The total effective resistances associated with G(A1),G(A2) satisfy:525

Rtot((L1s)
†) = 29.83 ≤ 111.89 = Rtot((L2s)

†)526

Rtot((L
†
1)s) = 13.92 ≥ 11.01 = Rtot((L

†
2)s)527528

Only the effective resistance calculated according to (Ls)
† obeys Rayleigh’s mono-529

tonicity law.530

5.1. Comparison with other notions of effective resistance. Of the two531

notions in Definition 5.1, one, R((L†)s), is novel and proposed here for the first time.532

The other, R((Ls)
†), has already been used in the literature, but not for signed533

digraphs. In [39, 41] the authors introduce a notion of effective resistance for strongly534

connected unsigned digraphs. As shown in Lemma 4.14, their effective distance is535

based on the pseudoinverse of the symmetrization (Ls)
†, and can be extended to536

signed digraphs. It corresponds to R((Ls)
†) computed in (5.2) whenever (Ls)

† can be537

computed. Formally the definition of [41] can be stated as538

(5.5) R(X) = DX11
T + 11TDX − 2X, where X satisfies (4.3)539

Comparing our R((Ls)
†) to (5.5) we have:540

• The definition (5.5) was developed for unsigned strongly connected digraphs541

and does not require L to be normal, nor weight balanced;542

• Our R((Ls)
†) is valid for signed graphs for which L is normal and −L EEP.543

The notion of effective resistance (5.5) has been considered e.g. in [17], where the544

author proposes a symmetrization of digraphs which preserves pairwise effective re-545

sistances.546

6. Further applications and extensions: an outlook. In this section we547

outline a few possible further applications of our signed Laplacian pseudoinverse to548

other contexts.549

6.1. Effective vs equivalent conductance. A concept often associated to550

effective resistance is that of effective conductance C, defined as the Hadamard inverse551

of R (see e.g. [24]): Cij = 1
Rij

. For Laplacians that are normal and EEP, we can use552

our notions of pseudoinverse to extend it to signed digraphs in the intuitive way, as553

(6.1) Cij(X) =

{
1

(ei−ej)TX(ei−ej)
, i 6= j, X ∈ {(Ls)†, (L†)s}

0, i = j
554

However, an alternative definition is also possible, reflecting the fact that such Lapla-555

cians and their pseudoinverses share the same properties (Corollary 4.15). To avoid556

ambiguity in the terminology, we refer to this new concept as equivalent conductance.557

Definition 6.1. The equivalent conductance between two nodes i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}558

of a signed digraph whose corresponding Laplacian L is normal and −L is EEP, is559

given by560

(6.2) C̃ij(X) = (ei − ej)TX(ei − ej), X ∈ {Ls, ((L†)s)†}561

where X = [X]ij is either given by the symmetrization of the Laplacian Ls, or by the562

pseudoinverse of the symmetrization of the Laplacian pseudoinverse ((L†)s)
†. The563
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equivalent conductance matrix C̃(X) = [C̃ij(X)] is defined as564

(6.3) C̃(X) = DX11
T + 11TDX − 2X, X ∈ {Ls, ((L†)s)†}565

where DX = diag ([X]11, . . . , [X]nn). The total equivalent conductance is defined as566

(6.4) C̃tot(X) =
1

2
1T C̃(X)1, X ∈ {Ls, ((L†)s)†}.567

Obviously, as in (5.4), C̃ij(Ls) = C̃ij(L). The equivalent conductance shares the568

properties of the effective resistance listed in Lemma 5.2 and Lemma 5.4:569

• The square root of the equivalent conductance matrix C̃ in (6.3) is a metric,570

and C̃ is a Euclidean distance matrix;571

• The equivalent conductances C̃ij (6.2) satisfy: C̃ij(Ls) ≤ C̃ij(((L
†)s)

†), for572

all i, j = 1, . . . , n. The total equivalent conductances C̃tot (6.4) satisfy:573

C̃tot(Ls) = n ·
∑n
i=2 Re[λi(L)], C̃tot(((L

†)s)
†) = n ·

∑n
i=2

1
Re[λi(L†)]

, and574

C̃tot(Ls) ≤ C̃tot(((L
†)s)

†).575

Instead, the effective conductance C in (6.1) in general does not share all the576

properties of the effective resistance, as shown in the following example.577

Example 6.2. Consider the following signed Laplacian matrix578

L =


5.94 −2.61 1.79 1.21 −6.32
−2.61 7.76 −0.82 −1 −3.33
1.79 −0.82 0.65 0.36 −1.97
−6.32 −3.33 −1.97 7.67 3.95
1.21 −1 0.36 −8.24 7.67

 ,579

which is normal and such that −L is EEP.580

To show that the effective conductance is not a Euclidean distance matrix, we581

show that there exists z ⊥ 1 such that zTC(X)z ≥ 0, X ∈ {(Ls)†, (L†)s}. With z =582

[−2.6 0.7 0.5 0.4 1]T ∈ span(1⊥) it is zTC((Ls)
†)z = 3.4170, zTC((L†)s)z = 8.3626.583

To show that the square root of the effective conductance is not a metric, we584

show that the triangle inequality does not hold. Let i = 1, k = 3, j = 4; it is585 √
C13((Ls)†) +

√
C34((Ls)†) = 0.5819 ≤ 0.9689 =

√
C14((Ls)†),586 √

C13((L†)s) +
√
C34((L†)s) = 0.5827 ≤ 1.0065 =

√
C14((L†)s).587

588

6.2. Kron reduction vs EEP for undirected signed graphs. As Theo-589

rem 4.9 shows, for undirected graphs the Kron reduction procedure can be extended590

to signed graphs. Similarly to the unsigned graph case (see e.g. [15, Proposition 5.8]),591

one of the features of Kron reduction on signed graphs is that the effective resistance592

is invariant under Kron reduction, as shown in the following lemma.593

Lemma 6.3. Let G(A) be a signed undirected graph with signed Laplacian L, and594

assume that −L is EEP. Let α (with card(α) ∈ [2, n− 1]) and β = {1, . . . , n} \α be a595

partition of the node set V. Let Gr be the signed undirected graph obtained by applying596

the Kron reduction on G, and let Lr = L/L[β] be its Laplacian. Then, the effective597

resistance (5.1) between two nodes i, j ∈ α can be equivalently computed as:598

Rij(L
†) = (ei − ej)TL†(ei − ej) = (ei[α]− ej [α])T (Lr)

†(ei[α]− ej [α]) := Rij((Lr)
†).599
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(a) (b)

Figure 2: Example 6.4. Conditions “−L is EEP” (K1) and “Lr is psd and Lr 6= L”
(K2) (left panels) and corresponding size of the Kron-reduced Laplacian Lr (right
panels), for a sequence of graphs with edge probability given by p and increasing
number of negative edges (with P [negative edge] = p · pne, pne ∈ {0.05, 0.1, . . . , 0.6}).
(a): p = 0.2. (b): p = 0.5.

Proof in Appendix E.600

In addition, combining the results of Theorem 4.9 and [10] we have the following601

2 sufficient conditions for L to be psd of corank 1:602

K1: −L is EEP;603

K2: Lr is psd, where Lr ∈ Rcard(α)×card(α) and α is the set of nodes incident to604

negatively weighted edges.605

The following example suggests that the first sufficient condition is significantly less606

conservative, especially for dense graphs.607

Example 6.4. In Figure 2 we consider a sequence of signed connected undirected608

graphs G with n = 100 nodes, in which the edge weights are drawn from a uniform609

distribution (where p is the edge probability) and with increasing number of negative610

edges (proportional to a parameter pne). In particular, p = 0.2 for Fig. 2a and p = 0.5611

for Fig. 2b, and P [negative edge] = p · pne, where pne ∈ {0.05, 0.1, . . . , 0.6}. For612

each value of pne, we consider 1000 graphs G, and we compare the conditions K1 and613

K2. Both conditions are equivalent to L psd; however, as shown in the left panels614

of Fig. 2, the condition K2 is significantly more conservative than K1, especially for615

dense graphs (Fig. 2b, left panel). In short, it is not always convenient to determine616

if L is psd by applying the Kron reduction on the graph and using the Kron-reduced617

Laplacian Lr (whose size card(α) in shown in the right panels of Fig. 2).618

6.3. Hitting and commuting times. Another application of the Laplacian619

pseudoinverse is in the computation of hitting and commuting times in random walks620

[31, 20, 6]. The hitting time between two nodes i and j, denoted Hij , corresponds621

to the average number of node transitions required to reach node j for the first time622

starting from node i. The commuting time between two nodes i and j, denoted Fij ,623

corresponds to the average number of steps taken in a random walk starting from624

node i, visiting node j for the first time, and returning back to node i.625

In [6] the authors express the hitting and commuting times for (unsigned) digraphs626

in terms of the pseudoinverse of the normalized Laplacian of the network, the latter627

defined as L := I − Σ−1A. In particular, for a weight balanced (unsigned) digraph,628

the expected hitting time between node i and j, i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, is given by629

(6.5) Hij = n · (L†ii − L
†
ji),630
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where L† is the pseudoinverse of L, while the expected commuting time between nodes631

i and j, i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, is given by632

(6.6) Fij = Hij +Hji = n · (L†ii + L†jj − L
†
ji − L

†
ij).633

Comparing with (5.1), it is evident that commuting times are strictly related to634

effective resistance:635

F ((L†)s) = nR((L†)s) = n
(
D(L†)s11

T + 11TD(L†)s − 2(L†)s
)

636

and, from (5.4),637

F (L†) = nR(L†) = F ((L†)s) = n
(
DL†11

T + 11TDL† − (L† + (L†)T )
)
.638

Coherently with (5.1), commuting times can be defined also in terms of (Ls)†.639

It is evident from (6.5) that also hitting times are related to R, as they are640

essentially “half” of the effective resistance. However, due to the directedness nature641

of Hij , the only meaningful way to express hitting times is in terms of L†, and in642

matrix form it reads643

H(L†) = n(DL†11
T − (L†)T ).644

Defining hitting times in terms of (L†)s or (Ls)† would lead to meaningless quantities,645

in which the directionality of the edges is lost, as Example 5.7 shows.646

Extending this direction-preserving definition of hitting times (6.5) to signed647

graphs is however problematic, as H(L†) may have negative entries, even when L648

is normal. Signed graphs are not suitable objects to describe random walk in Markov649

chains, as transition probabilities must necessarily be nonnegative. Nevertheless, as650

long as we deal with unsigned digraphs, all our considerations about hitting times651

make sense, as Example 5.7 shows.652

Example 5.7 (cont’d). Consider again the cycle graph of Fig. 1b with unit edge653

weights. Observe that in this case L = L (and hence L† = L†, etc.) Computing654

hitting times according to (L†)s, (Ls)
†, it is:655

Hij((L
†)s) =

{
n
2 if j 6= i

0 if j = i
, Hij((Ls)

†) = (n− |j − i|) · |j − i|656

i.e., the directionality of the walks along the graph is lost. Instead, computing hitting657

times according to L† it is658

Hij(L
†) =

{
j − i if j ≥ i
n+ (j − i) if j < i

659

i.e., Hij(L
†) indeed captures the walk length i→ j along the cycle. These results are660

illustrated in Fig. 1c for the cycle digraph with n = 20 nodes of Fig. 1b.661

7. Conclusion. For signed graphs, it is shown in this paper that when the asso-662

ciated Laplacians are EEP and normal, then Laplacians and Laplacian pseudoinverses663

share the same properties (Perron-Frobenius, marginal stability, and psd of the sym-664

metric part). This class of Laplacians include symmetric (EEP) matrices as a subclass,665

and in it all objects that can be built on the Laplacian pseudoinverse (effective resis-666

tance, equivalent conductance, Kron reduction) are univocally defined. When instead667
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we look at digraphs, then multiple constructions are possible for these objects. Each668

definition seems to have pros and cons, even though several aspects and applications669

still require a more thorough analysis.670

Appendix A. Proof of Lemma 4.2. Assume that L is weight balanced671

and of corank 1. Eqs. (4.1a)-(4.1d) are all well-known for L symmetric, and follow672

easily also for range symmetric matrices. They are proven here only for sake of673

completeness. Eq. (4.1a) is a consequence of L commuting with L†. As for eq. (4.1b),674

from (L†L)T = L†L and N (LT ) = 1 (L is weight balanced and of corank 1) it follows675

that 1TL† = 1TL†LL† = 1T (L†L)TL† = 1TLT (L†)TL† = 0, i.e., L† has 1 as left676

eigenvector relative to 0. The proof for the right eigenvector is identical. Concerning677

eq. (4.1c), from L†1 = 0 it is L†Π = L†(I − 11T

n ) = L†, and similarly for ΠL† = L†.678

For eq. (4.1d), since L+γJ is nonsingular, as in [13], it is enough to show the following:679

(L+ γJ)(L† +
1

γ
J) = LL† + γJL† +

1

γ
LJ + J2 = Π + J = I − J + J = I,680

where we have used the properties of Lemma 4.1. Then, N (L) = N (LT ) = N (L†) =681

N ((L†)T ) = span(1) and (4.1d) imply that L† is weight balanced of corank 1. Notice682

that irreducibility of L and L† follows from Lemma 3.3.683

Finally, we need to show that if L is normal then L† is normal. L normal, J684

symmetric and LJ = LTJ = JL = JLT = 0 imply L + γJ normal, which means685

that (L + γJ)−1 is also normal. Since J is symmetric (hence normal) and satisfies686

the properties of Lemma 4.1, to show that L† is normal it is sufficient to observe that687

(L+ γJ)−1J = 1
γJ = J(L+ γJ)−1.688

Appendix B. Unsigned graph case.689

Proof of Theorem 4.4. In Theorem 3.1 it is shown that when G(A) is unsigned690

and L is weight balanced, then Ls = L+LT

2 is psd of corank 1. In the following proof,691

we first show (iii). Then, we prove (iii)=⇒(ii), (ii)=⇒(i), and (ii)=⇒(iv).692

(iii) Using equation (4.1d) of Lemma 4.2 we can explicitly write (L†)s as follows:693

(L†)s =
(L+ γJ)−1 + (LT + γJ)−1

2
− 1

γ
J694

=(L+ γJ)−1L
T + γJ + L+ γJ

2
(LT + γJ)−1 − 1

γ
J695

=(L+ γJ)−1

(
(Ls + γJ)− (L+ γJ)J(LT + γJ)

γ

)
(LT + γJ)−1

696

∗
=(L+ γJ)−1

(
(Ls + γJ)− γJ

)
(LT + γJ)−1

697

=(L+ γJ)−1Ls(L+ γJ)−T .698699

In the step marked ∗ we have used the properties of J listed in Lemma 4.1. Hence,700

since Ls is psd of corank 1 so must be (L†)s, and, since N (Ls) = span(1), then701

N ((L†)s) = span(1).702

(iii)=⇒(ii) If (L†)s is psd then all the eigenvalues of L† must have nonnegative703

real part, and L† must be a range symmetric matrix, i.e., N (L†) = N ((L†)T ). Assume704

by contradiction that ∃ v ∈ N (L†), v /∈ span(1). Then (L†)sv = 0, which implies a705

contradiction since N ((L†)s) = span(1). Hence, L† must be of corank 1.706

(ii)=⇒(i) This statement follows from Theorem 3.6; we report here the proof for707

completeness. Let −L† be marginally stable (and weight balanced) of corank 1, i.e.,708
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0 = λ1(L†) < Re[λ2(L†)] ≤ · · · ≤ Re[λn(L†)] and N (L†) = N ((L†)T ) = span(1).709

Choosing d > max
i=2,...,n

∣∣λi(L†)∣∣2
2Re[λi(L†)]

, B = dI − L† has ρ(B) = d as a simple eigenvalue710

of eigenvector 1 and so does BT . Hence B,BT ∈ PF , or, from Theorem 2.3, B
∨
> 0,711

i.e., B is eventually positive. Therefore, from Lemma 2.5 −L† is EEP.712

(ii)=⇒(iv) Finally, (iv) holds, i.e., (Ls)
† is psd of corank 1, because (Ls)

† is the713

pseudoinverse of an unsigned, symmetric, and irreducible Laplacian matrix.714

Appendix C. Signed undirected graphs case.715

Proof of Theorem 4.8.716

(i)=⇒(ii) To show that L† is psd of corank 1, denote by λi(L) the eigenvalues of717

L, of eigenvectors 1, v2, . . . vn. Using Theorem 3.4, since −L is EEP then L is psd718

of corank 1, meaning that 0 = λ1(L) < λ2(L) ≤ · · · ≤ λn(L). Consider eq. (4.1d)719

of Lemma 4.2. Choosing γ 6= 0, since J is the orthogonal projection onto N (L) =720

N (LT ) = span(1), the effect of adding γJ to L is only to shift the 0 eigenvalue to γ,721

while λ2(L), . . . , λn(L) are unchanged (see [22, Thm 2.4.10.1]). For the nonsingular722

L + γJ the inverse (L + γJ)−1 has eigenvalues 1
γ ,

1
λ2(L) , . . . ,

1
λn(L) of eigenvectors723

1, v2, . . . vn. From orthogonality, (L + γJ)−1 − 1
γJ only shifts the 1

γ eigenvalue back724

to the origin without touching the other eigenvalues.725

(i)=⇒(iii) Assume that −L is EEP, that is, L is psd of corank 1 (see Theorem 3.4).726

Then L† is also psd of corank 1, see Lemma 4.2 and proof (i)=⇒(ii). To prove that727

−L† is EEP, we can use Theorem 3.4. The proof is here reported for completeness. In728

particular, from Lemma 4.2, we know that L† is psd with 0 = λ1(L†) < λ2(L†) ≤ · · · ≤729

λn(L†) and with 1 as left/right eigenvector for 0. If we choose d > max
i=2,...,n

λi(L
†)

2
,730

then B = dI − L† has ρ(B) = d as a simple eigenvalue of eigenvector 1 and so does731

BT . Hence B,BT ∈ PF , or, from Theorem 2.3, B
∨
> 0, i.e., B is eventually positive.732

Hence from Lemma 2.5 −L† is EEP.733

(iii)=⇒(i) Since L† is weight balanced of corank 1 with span(1) = N (L†) =734

N ((L†)T ), it is itself a signed Laplacian. The argument can be proven in a similar735

way as the opposite direction, observing that L = (L†)†.736

Proof of Theorem 4.9. Let α (with card(α) ∈ [2, n−1]) and β = {1, . . . , n}\α be737

a partition of the node set V meaning that, after an adequate permutation, L can be738

rewritten as L =

[
L[α] L[α, β]
L[β, α] L[β]

]
. Let Lr = L/L[β] = L[α]−L[α, β]L[β]−1L[β, α] ∈739

Rcard(α)×card(α) be the Kron reduced matrix. Note that Lr is symmetric and 1card(α) ∈740

N (Lr) (see also [13, Lemma II.1]), meaning that Lr is itself a signed Laplacian.741

(i)=⇒(ii)⇐⇒(iii). Assume that −L is EEP or, equivalently, that L is psd of742

corank 1 (see Theorem 3.4). Then L[β] is also psd as it is a principal submatrix of L.743

In what follows we prove first, by contradiction, that L irreducible and psd of corank744

1 imply that L[β] is actually pd. Then, we show that Lr is psd of corank 1.745

Let card(β) = 1 and assume, by contradiction, that L[β] = 0. However, L psd746

means that L has the row and column inclusion property, i.e., if the diagonal element747

L[β] is zero then L[α, β] = 0 and L[β, α] = 0, which contradicts the hypothesis that748

L is irreducible. Hence, L[β] > 0 (pd). Now we repeat the same argument for749

1 < card(β) ≤ n− 2: suppose by contradiction that ∃ v ∈ Rcard(β) s.t. L[β]v = 0 (i.e.,750

L[β] is not pd). Then v̄ =

[
0
v

]
is s.t. Lv̄ = 0 (since v̄TLv̄ = 0), which contradicts751
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the hypothesis that L has corank 1 since 1 ∈ N (L) and v̄ /∈ span(1) (notice that752

if v = 1card(β), then either L[β, α] is the zero matrix - in contradiction with the753

hypothesis that L is irreducible -, or

[
1card(α)

0

]
,

[
0

1card(β)

]
∈ N (L) - in contradiction754

with the hypothesis that L has corank 1). Therefore, L[β] is pd.755

Rewrite L as follows, where L[α, β]L[β]−1 = (L[β]−1L[β, α])T :756

L =

[
I L[α, β]L[β]−1

0 I

] [
Lr 0
0 L[β]

] [
I 0

L[β]−1L[β, α] I

]
,757

Applying Sylverster’s law of inertia, L psd of corank 1 and L[β] pd imply Lr psd of758

corank 1 or, equivalently (from Theorem 3.4), −Lr EEP.759

(i)⇐⇒(ii)⇐⇒(iii). Let α be the set of nodes incident to negatively weighted edges.760

In what follows, the steps marked by the symbol ? follow from Theorem 3.4 while the761

step marked by the symbol 4 from [10, Theorem 1]:762

−L EEP
?⇐⇒ L psd of corank 1

4⇐⇒ Lr psd of corank 1
?⇐⇒ −Lr EEP.763

Proof of Lemma 4.11. From L1 = (k1L1 + k2L2)1 = k1L11 + k2L21 = 0, it764

follows that L is a signed Laplacian. Since L1, L2 are psd and k1, k2 > 0, then765

xTLx = xT (k1L1 + k2L2)x = k1x
TL1x+ k2x

TL2x ≥ 0766

that is, L is psd, and767

xTLx = 0⇐⇒

{
xTL1x = 0

xTL2x = 0
⇐⇒ x = span(1),768

that is, L is of corank 1. Applying Theorem 3.4, L psd of corank 1 implies −L EEP769

which concludes the proof.770

Appendix D. Signed directed graphs case.771

Proof of Theorem 4.12.772

(i)⇐⇒(iii) The proof follows the proof of Theorem 4.8, with the difference that773

marginal stability of the Laplacian and its pseudoinverse has to be considered in-774

stead of positive semidefiniteness. An important observation, implied by eq. (4.1d) of775

Lemma 4.2, is that the eigenvalues of L and L† are such that776

λ1(L†) = λ1(L) = 0777

and, for each i = 2, . . . , n, there exists a (unique) k = 2, . . . , n (and viceversa) s.t.778

λi(L
†) =

1

λk(L)
=⇒ Re[λi(L

†)] =
Re[λk(L)]

|λk(L)|2
.779

Note that the reason behind different subscripts i and k is that we are assuming that780

the eigenvalues of L and L† are ordered in a nondecreasing manner and, for instance,781

Re[λi(L)] ≤ Re[λj(L)] 6=⇒ Re[λi(L
†)] ≤ Re[λj(L

†)]. If −L† is marginally stable with782

corank 1, then B = dI−L† ∈ PF with d > max
i=2,...,n

∣∣λi(L†)∣∣2
2Re[λi(L†)]

= max
i=2,...,n

1

2Re[λi(L)]
.783

Therefore, from Lemma 2.5, −L† is EEP.784
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(iv) Assume that L is normal or, equivalently, that L† is normal (see Lemma 4.2).785

Since L normal implies L weight balanced, the statements (i), (ii), and (iii) are still786

equivalent. To show the equivalence with (iv), it is sufficient to apply Theorem 3.6787

on L† since L† is itself a normal signed Laplacian of corank 1.788

(v) Similarly to (iv), under the assumption that L is normal, the result follows789

directly from Theorem 3.6 since (Ls)
† is the pseudoinverse of a symmetric signed790

Laplacian which is psd of corank 1.791

Proof of Remark 4.13. If L is normal (and of corank 1), then there exists an792

orthonormal matrix U such that L = UDUT , with793

D = µ1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ µn−2` ⊕
[
ν1 ω1

−ω1 ν1

]
⊕ · · · ⊕

[
ν` ω`
−ω` ν`

]
794

where µ1, . . . , µn−2` are the real eigenvalues of L and ν1±iω1, . . . , ν`±iω` are its com-795

plex conjugate eigenvalues (with ` ∈
[
0, bn2 c

]
), and ⊕ indicates direct sum. Without796

lack of generality, assume that the first column of U is 1√
n

, which means that µ1 = 0797

and D = 0⊕ D̄, where798

(D.1) D̄ = µ2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ µn−2` ⊕
[
ν1 ω1

−ω1 ν1

]
⊕ · · · ⊕

[
ν` ω`
−ω` ν`

]
799

is nonsingular. Then, Ls = U(0⊕ D̄+D̄T

2 )UT and L† = U(0⊕ D̄−1)UT , yielding800

(L†)s = U

[
0 0

0 D̄−1+D̄−T

2

]
UT 6= U

[
0 0

0 ( D̄+D̄T

2 )−1

]
UT = (Ls)

†.
801

Proof of Lemma 4.14. Assume that L is normal and −L is EEP, i.e., −L is802

marginally stable of corank 1. In the first part of the proof we write an explicit803

expression for (Ls)
†, while in the second part of the proof we show that the matrix804

X of eq. (4.3) is equal to (Ls)
†.805

Using the same notation introduced in the proof of Remark 4.13, since L1 =806

LT1 = 0 and L normal, then there exists an orthonormal matrix U such that L =807

U(0 ⊕ D̄)UT where D̄ is given by (D.1). In particular, U can be chosen as U =808 [
1√
n
QT
]
, where Q ∈ Rn−1×n satisfies809

(D.2) Q1n = 0, QQT = In−1, QTQ = I − 11T

n
= Π.810

Let Λ := D̄+D̄T

2 = diag (µ2, . . . , µn−2`, ν1, ν1, . . . , ν`, ν`). Then, since L = QT D̄Q, the811

pseudoinverse of its symmetric part is given by812

(Ls)
† =

(
QT

D̄ + D̄T

2
Q
)†

= (QTΛQ)† = QTΛ−1Q.813

To calculate X, defined in eq. (4.3), we need to define first a reduced Laplacian814

matrix L̄, and then find the solution S of the Lyapunov equation L̄S + SL̄T = In−1.815

Here we use the fact that, even if L̄ is not unique (since it depends on the choice816

of Q), the computation of X in eq. (4.3) is independent of the choice of Q [41].817

Therefore, we choose the matrix Q introduced previously in the definition of (Ls)
†818

and, by construction, we obtain that819

L̄ = QLQT = Q(QT D̄Q)QT = D̄820
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is a projection of L onto 1⊥, and that −L̄ is Hurwitz. Then, S = 1
2Λ−1, is the unique821

solution of the Lyapunov equation −L̄S + S(−L̄T ) = −In−1. Therefore,822

X = 2QTSQ = QTΛ−1Q = (Ls)
†.823

Proof of Lemma 4.16. Assume that L is weight balanced and −L is EEP, and824

consider the matrix Lα := αL+ (1− α)Π, 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. The matrix Π is a symmetric,825

unsigned Laplacian matrix, and −Π is EEP/marginally stable of corank 1. Since826

N (L) = N (LT ) = N (Π) = span(1), then Lα is also a signed, weight balanced827

Laplacian such that N (Lα) = N (LTα) = span(1), λ1(Lα) = 0, and λi(Lα) = αλi(L)+828

(1−α) for all i = 2, . . . , n. Hence, Re[λi(Lα)] > 0 for all i and α ∈ [0, 1], which means829

that −Lα is marginally stable of corank 1 and, therefore (see Theorem 3.6), EEP.830

Appendix E. Applications.831

Proof of Lemma 5.2. Theorem 4.12 shows that for a signed digraph with normal832

Laplacian L s.t. −L is EEP, the matrices Ls, (Ls)
† and (L†)s are themselves signed833

Laplacians and they are psd of corank 1 with N (Ls) = N ((Ls)
†) = N ((L†)s) =834

span(1). Since Rij(X) is a quadratic form generated by X ∈ {(Ls)†, (L†)s}, then835

Rij(X) = (ei − ej)TX(ei − ej) = ‖X 1
2 (ei − ej)‖22836

= ‖X 1
2 (ej − ei)‖22 = (ej − ei)TX(ej − ei) = Rji(X)837

and Rij(X) = (ei − ej)TX(ei − ej) = ‖X 1
2 (ei − ej)‖22 ≥ 0838839

for all i, j = 1, . . . , n, with Rij(X) = 0 if and only if i = j (since ei − ej ∈ span(1⊥)840

when i 6= j). The triangle inequality holds since, for all i, j, k = 1, . . . , n, it is:841 √
Rik(X)+

√
Rkj(X) = ‖X 1

2 (ei − ek)‖2 + ‖X 1
2 (ek − ej)‖2842

≥ ‖X 1
2 (ei − ek) +X

1
2 (ek − ej)‖2 = ‖X 1

2 (ei − ej)‖2 =
√
Rij(X)843

844

Finally, to prove that R is a Euclidean distance matrix we need to show that845

zTR(X)z ≤ 0 ∀ z ⊥ 1. Since X ∈ {(Ls)†, (L†)s} is psd with N (X) = span(1), then:846

zTR(X)z = zT (DX11
T + 11TDX − 2X)z = −2zTXz ≤ 0 ∀ z ⊥ 1.847

Proof of Lemma 5.4.848

(i) We use the notation introduced in the proofs of Remark 4.13 and Lemma 4.14849

to rewrite (L†)s and (Ls)
†:850

(L†)s = QT
(D̄−1 + D̄−T

2

)
Q, (Ls)

† = QT
(D̄ + D̄T

2

)−1

Q851

where Q satisfies (D.2) and D̄ is given by (D.1), i.e.,852

D̄ = µ2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ µn−2` ⊕
[
ν1 ω1

−ω1 ν1

]
⊕ · · · ⊕

[
ν` ω`
−ω` ν`

]
853

with µ2 > 0, . . . , µn−2` > 0, ν1 > 0, . . . , ν` > 0. Therefore:854

D̄−1 + D̄−T

2
= diag

(
1

µ2
, . . . ,

1

µn−2`
,

ν1

ν2
1 + ω2

1

,
ν1

ν2
1 + ω2

1

, . . . ,
ν`

ν2
` + ω2

`

,
ν`

ν2
` + ω2

`

)
855 (D̄ + D̄T

2

)−1

= diag

(
1

µ2
, . . . ,

1

µn−2`
,

1

ν1
,

1

ν1
, . . . ,

1

ν`
,

1

ν`

)
.856

857
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Observe that the diagonal matrix858 (D̄ + D̄T

2

)−1

− D̄−1 + D̄−T

2
(E.1)859

860

has nonnegative diagonal elements (i.e., it is psd) since 1
νi
≥ νi

ν2
i +ω2

i
for all i.861

The difference between the effective resistances calculated according to (Ls)
† and862

(L†)s is given by:863

Rij((Ls)
†)−Rij((L†)s) = (ei − ej)T (Ls)

†(ei − ej)− (ei − ej)T (L†)s(ei − ej)864

= (ei − ej)T
(
(Ls)

† − (L†)s
)
(ei − ej)865

= (ei − ej)TQT
((D̄ + D̄T

2

)−1

− D̄−1 + D̄−T

2

)
Q(ei − ej) ≥ 0866

867

since the matrix in eq. (E.1) is psd. Therefore, Rij((Ls)
†) ≥ Rij((L†)s) for all i, j.868

(ii) From Theorem 4.12, L normal and −L EEP mean that both (Ls)
† and869

(L†)s are psd of corank 1, and N ((Ls)
†) = N ((L†)s) = span(1). Hence, for X ∈870

{(Ls)†, (L†)s}, it holds that R(X)1 = nDX1+ (1TDX1)1, which implies Rtot(X) =871
1
21

TR(X)1 = n · (1TDX1) = n · Tr (X), since DX contains the diagonal elements of872

X. The matrix (Ls)
† is symmetric, which means that λi((Ls)

†) = 1
λi(Ls) and, since873

L is normal, λi(Ls) = Re[λi(L)] for all i = 2, . . . , n. Therefore,874

Rtot((Ls)
†) = n · Tr

(
(Ls)

†) = n

n∑
i=2

λi((Ls)
†) = n

n∑
i=2

1

λi(Ls)
= n

n∑
i=2

1

Re[λi(L)]
.875

Similarly, since L† is normal, λi((L
†)s) = Re[λi(L

†)] for all i = 2, . . . , n. Therefore,876

Rtot((L
†)s) = n · Tr

(
(L†)s

)
= n

n∑
i=2

Re[λi(L
†)].877

Finally, since λi(L
†) = 1

λi(L) , we obtain:878

Rtot((L
†)s) = n

n∑
i=2

Re
[ 1

λi(L)

]
= n

n∑
i=2

Re[λi(L)]

|λi(L)|2
≤ n

n∑
i=2

1

Re[λi(L)]
= Rtot((Ls)

†).

879

Proof of Lemma 5.8. Let Σi = diag (Ai1), Li = Σi − Ai, i = 1, 2. If A1 ≥ A2880

then Σ1 ≥ Σ2. It also holds that A1s =
A1+AT

1

2 ≥ A2s =
A2+AT

2

2 or, equivalently,881

that As := A1s − A2s ≥ 0. Notice that Σ := Σ1 − Σ2 = diag (As1) is a diagonal882

matrix with nonnegative elements on the diagonal. Define Ls := Σ−As, which is the883

(symmetric) Laplacian corresponding to the undirected nonnegative graph G(As): Ls884

may be reducible but it is psd since As ≥ 0. Hence 0 = λ1(Ls) ≤ λj(Ls) for all j.885

Rewriting L1s :=
L1+LT

1

2 in terms of L2s :=
L2+LT

2

2 and Ls, i.e., L1s = L2s + Ls,886

we can apply the monotonicity theorem [22, Corollary 4.3.12] and state that λk(L1s) =887

λk(L2s + Ls) ≥ λk(L2s) for all k = 2, . . . , n. Therefore, it follows that:888

Rtot((L1s)
†) = n · Tr

(
(L1s)

†) = n

n∑
i=2

λi((L1s)
†) = n

n∑
i=2

1

λi(L1s)
889

≤ n
n∑
i=2

1

λi(L2s)
= n

n∑
i=2

λi((L2s)
†) = n · Tr

(
(L2s)

†) = Rtot((L2s)
†).890

891
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Proof of Lemma 6.3. After an adequate permutation, the Laplacian L of the892

graph G(A) can be rewritten as L =

[
L[α] L[α, β]
L[β, α] L[β]

]
, and it holds that893

[
Lr

L[β]

]
=

[
I −L[α, β]L[β]−1

0 I

]
L

[
I 0

−L[β]−1L[β, α] I

]
.894

To compute (Lr)
† we use the identities [36] (XY Z)† = (X†XY Z)†Y (XY ZZ†)† and895

(XY )† = (X†XY )†(XY Y †)†, obtaining:896 [
(Lr)

†

L[β]−1

]
=

(
L

[
I 0

−L[β]−1L[β, α] I

])†
L

([
I −L[α, β]L[β]−1

0 I

]
L

)†
897

=

(
Π

[
I 0

−L[β]−1L[β, α] I

])†
L†
([
I −L[α, β]L[β]−1

0 I

]
Π

)†
898

=

[
Π[α] 0

L[β]−1L[β, α] I

]
L†
[
Π[α] L[α, β]L[β]−1

0 I

]
899
900

that is, (Lr)
† = Π[α]L†[α, α] Π[α]. Then, given two nodes i, j ∈ α, it holds that:901

Rij((Lr)
†) = (ei[α]− ej [α])T (Lr)

†(ei[α]− ej [α])902

= (ei[α]− ej [α])TΠ[α]L†[α, α] Π[α](ei[α]− ej [α])903

= (ei[α]− ej [α])T L†[α, α] (ei[α]− ej [α]) = (ei − ej)TL† (ei − ej) = Rij(L
†)904905
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